Hermetic Fuel Tank Connector with Removable Contacts

Removable crimp contacts associated with hermetic design and materials suitable for continuous fuel immersion makes the connector ideal for tank wall applications.

**High hermetic performance**
- Glass to metal sealing: leakage of less than $10^{-9}$ atm.cm$^3$/s

**Removable crimp contacts**
- A unique technology combining crimp contacts with glass sealing:
  - RoHS: no lead used
  - Long lifetime: superior to solder cup contacts especially in kerosene immersion
  - Easy MRO: easy contact replacement.

**Long term immersion materials**
- Performance warranted for minimum 90,000 hrs in fuel immersion. Temperature 105° max.

**Wide Availability**
- EN3646 (Airbus Qualified Products)
- EN2997, EN3645, MIL-DTL-38999.